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Competence-based Approach – Teaching & Learning

How Teaching, Learning and Assessment could be best organized to allow 

students to reach the intended learning outcomes of a course?

There is a need for alignment

A Course as a System

• Purpose

• Interconnections

• Elements



Competence-based Approach – Teaching & Learning

It is the responsibility of HEI to prepare students in a life long learning perspective

 Start with the subject-specific competences 
 Consider generic competences especially the capacity for analyses and synthesis, the capacity for applying 

knowledge in practice, the basic general knowledge in the field of study, information management skills, 
interpersonal skills, ability to work autonomously, and research skills

 looking at how to implement competences in terms of approaches to teaching, learning, and assessment.

 Which appropriate modes of teaching, 

 Which learning activities might best foster competences in  terms of knowledge, understanding and skills; and 

 How do we assess these competences.
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Planning for Teaching and Learning 

- How to develop as a professor the best possible experience for your students?
- The broad perspective of Planning through the Notion of Mindset:

Fixed Mindset

• Students think their 
abilities and intelligence 
are fixed

Growth Mindset

• Students believe their 
abilities can be 
developed

- Have a growth mindset
- Help your students to develop the same mindset



Planning for Teaching and Learning 

1. Setting the 
intended learning 
outcomes of the 
course

2. What contents and 
learning activities this 
require

3. Finding forms of 
assessment that are 
relevant for 
determining whether 
the students have 
reached the intended 
learning outcomes



Planning for Teaching and Learning 



Planning for Teaching and Learning 

While planning a lesson, and when it comes to choosing, 
editing, structuring, sequencing, and packaging teaching 
content or activities for a lecture, 2 elements are important 
to consider:

1. Maintaining student attention during the lecture;

2. Maintaining self connection to the students and their learning while teaching?

Strategies to capture attention of students:
1. Use real case scenarios related to the subject; 
2. Raise questions related to the topic; 
3. Make recaps – to refresh knowledge; 
4. Use a prop for demonstration when needed; 
5. Eliciting misconceptions relating to the topic;
6. Make a closure – a last impression:
- To review major points
- The coming steps for the next class;
- Correct misunderstandings;
- Quick evaluation – verbal preferably
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Teaching & Learning Designs and Principles

Think about a Resilient Design – Through three main principles

What you can 
add, change, or 
update

Extensible
Anticipate and 
respond to 
potential changes

Flexible
Redundant 
elements for 
diversified 
learners – to avoid 
failure

Redundant



Teaching & Learning Designs and Principles

P1- Encourages cooperation among students;
P2- Encourages active learning - Learning will not happen if students are not actively and mentally engaged during the 
learning process;

The following principles are about what a teacher can do on their side for effective teaching: 
P3- Maintains good contacts with students - No necessarily frequency but good quality 
P4- Gives prompt feedback
P5- Emphasizes time on task
P6- Communicate high expectations
P7- Respects diverse talents and ways of learning

The principles of effective teaching



Teaching & Learning Designs and Principles

 Seminar (small group teaching)
 Lecture 
 Tutorials (online / offline)
 Research seminar
 Exercise classes or courses
 Workshops (classroom based practical classes)
 Problem-solving sessions
 Laboratory teaching
 Demonstration classes
 Placement (internship/traineeship)
 Work based practice
 Fieldwork
 Online/Distance or e-learning

The most common teaching techniques



Teaching & Learning Designs and Principles

Learning principles:

1. Learners and learning needs to be at the center of everything we do;
2. To embrace social nature of learning;
3. Social and emotional learning,
4. Recognizing individual differences in prior knowledge
5. Demanding hard work and effort from all learners, but without excessively overloading them
6. Assessment for learning - Learning how to be as teachers, coaches rather than constant judgers
7. Make intelligent connections between disciplines if applicable/ building horizontal connection



Teaching & Learning Designs and Principles

To gain more insights into the teaching techniques used is to select learning activities students are requested to apply:
 Attending and participating in lectures;
 Reading – books, journals and field related reading
 Conduct searches for relevant materials in libraries and on-line
 Survey literature
 Summarize those readings which seem to be most relevant to their current needs.
 Learn to pose problems as well as solve those set by the lecturer
 Conduct increasingly complex even if small scale, research
 Practice technical or laboratory skills
 Practice professional skills (e.g. in Nursing, Medicine, Teaching)
 Research and write papers, reports, dissertations of increasing difficulty (in terms of size and complexity of the material)
 Work with other students to co-produce a report/design/answer to a problem
 Prepare and make oral presentations, either in groups or individually
 Make constructive criticism of the work and others, and use the criticism of others productively
 Chair and participate usefully in meetings (of seminar groups, for example)
 Lead or be useful members of teams
 Work under time constraint to meet deadlines
 Communicate questions and findings with others using a variety of media
 Learn to criticize their own work

Learning activities



Teaching & Learning Designs and Principles

Example: while teaching about cruise lines and types of ships – An added video 

needs to be: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HiiJrgobeos

- Short 

- Concise

- Supplementing your course

The course needs to 
look different and 
attractive with a good 
design layout:

• Avoid blocks of text and 
pictures, and use a mix of 
content: text, audio, visual, 
interactive features..

For online 
classes –

planning to 
record and share 
with students is 

important for 
deferred review

Provide a course 
overview and the 

important first 
lecture 

statements –
Learning 

outcomes, 
objectives, 

assessment 
methods… 

Provide 
complementary, 

interesting 
material related 

to the topic –
these may be for 
during the during 
the lecture or for 

pre-lecture 
usage.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HiiJrgobeos
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Teaching & Learning Designs and Principles

Use real-time 
data 

A blend 
of 

Methods

Case studies involving 
role-playing; maps & data 

sets; and various 
materials

Promote active 
engagement with 
the course topics 

Provide extra readings 
that are current -

Incorporate recent news 
events and magazine 
articles related to your 

topic

http://linoit.com/users/sammy999/canvases/Teaching%20and%20Learning%20Methods



Teaching & Learning Designs and Principles

Clear Ground Rules

State all clearly from the outset – with 
a clear participation rubric

• It may be their first experience

• They need to know what they are 
expected to do

Professor’s Presence

Provide them with important details 
related to your involvement:

• Your presence – schedule, 
frequency, availability…

• Types of feedback and support they 
can expect from you

Develop and explain the 
specific competences



Teaching & Learning Designs and Principles

Be ‘the guide on the side’

Don’t dominate discussions or 
activities – more confidence to 
students and less workload for you

• Act like a facilitator

• Allow students to interact

Acknowledge Students’ 
Contribution

It shows your interest and 
generates their motivation

Timely Feedback

Timely feedback for assessments 
or activities  boosts the students 

regarding the directions and 
purpose of their learning



Teaching & Learning Designs and Principles

Help Students to Manage

Provide adequate resources, support 
and answers to help the students 
overcome difficulties

Maintain Participation and 
Engagement
Private interaction with non-
participating students to discuss 
issues, provide support, and remind 
them of expectations

Deal with problems quickly and 
openly

Encourage interactive Learning

Develop an Online Learning Community 
– to make the experience rewarding and 
inclusive – so students can:

• Support each other

• Share knowledge

• Make reflections with peers

Create informal online meeting space –
extremely motivating:

• Students can Socialize more



Assessment
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Assessment - Introduction

 Assessing Learning - Create your own Mix of Assignments – Your 
evaluation needs to be aligned to:

- The learning outcomes, the course outline and objectives
- The core competencies to be gained through your subject

 The Mix could include:
- Quizzes/ tests
- Exams
- Group projects – learning concerts, active learning, field projects…
- Discussion Forums – Threaded discussions
& more

It could be Online or Offline / or a mix

 Activities are to support students’ 

development on the learning outcomes

 Assessments are to measure the level of 

achievement of the learning outcomes  and 

offer feedback

Put yourself in a student’s position for a 

while and then THINK



Assessment - Introduction

 Assessment requires an in-depth planning

 It could be online or offline

 Or simply a mixture

Student assessment procedures are expected to:

- Be designed to measure the achievement of the intended 

learning outcomes and other program objectives;

- Be appropriate for their purpose, whether diagnostic, formative of 

summative;

- Have clear and published criteria for marking;

- Be undertaken by people who understand the role of assessment 

in the progression of students towards the achievement of the 

knowledge and skills associated with their intended qualification;

- Where possible, not rely on the judgements of single examiners;



Assessment – Triangle

Learning Objectives:
What they need to know?
The skills and knowledge acquired –

clearly stated in the course syllabus
Activities:

Suitable activities to achieve the 
learning objectives

Assessment
The ways to know whether students 

have achieved the objectives

Congruence between the 3 enhances the Learning



Assessment - Strategies

Assessment of 
Learning

• Summative 
Assessment

Assessment for 
Learning

• Formative Assessment



Assessment - Strategies

 Start with a pre-assessment and continue with your mix

Formative Assessment

Monitor

Give Feedback

Student's improvement

Summative Assessment

Measure effectiveness of learning

Pre-assessment

To know your students' 

strengths, weaknesses, 

skills and knowledge



Assessment - Strategies

Formative Assessment Summative Assessment

Check learning to determine what to do next and then provide 

suggestions of what to do

Checks what has been learned to date

Is designed to assist educators and students in improving learning Is designed for the information of school, parents, educators and 

students – know the level

Continuous Periodic

Feedback Single number – score or mark

Is not reported as part of an achievement grade Is reported as part of an achievement grade

Focuses on improvement - compared with the student's “previous best” Compares the student's learning either with other students' learning 

or the standard for a grade level (criterion-referenced)

Involves the student Does not always involve the student



Assessment – Some of the Methods

OFFLINE ASSESSMENT ONLINE ASSESSMENT

Quizzes Quizzes

Exams Discussions

Extras: Active learning/ 

projects/ discussions…

E-portfolios/ learning journals

Peer-assessment

E-group work and e- Project 

work

Collaborative activities

& More…

• Effective grading
• Feedback – Effective and Constructive -

Master the art of giving feedback to learners
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Innovation and Change

Category of Innovator Characteristics of Innovator

1. Innovative policy-maker Individuals with large scale innovative ideas

The ideas are ‘sent down’ to others to implement, the outcomes of which are sometimes 
successful and sometimes not

People such as this would be in positions of formal leadership (e.g., Vice Rector Teaching and 
Learning) with authority and resources at their disposal.

Fraser (2019)



Innovation and Change

Category of Innovator Characteristics of Innovator
2. Implementer of 

innovations
Individuals with ideas and are able to translate them into action

They have the capacity to influence and persuade others of the importance of their ideas and 

involve them in their implementation

3. Innovative deliverer Individuals who are innovative in the way they teach or ‘deliver’ an educational experience to 

their students

 For example, they may use technology in an innovative way or innovate their lectures

Their influence may be limited beyond their own teaching context

Fraser (2019)



Innovation and Change

Sorting

• Some

• Teaching

• Summative

• Single

• Fixed ideas

Learning

• All

• Learning

• Formative

• Groups

• Discussions



Innovation and Change

Coping with 
Change(s)



Conclusion – Major Notions

Activities are aligned 
with the learning 
outcomes and 
competences

01
Design a good mix of 
leaning activities

02
A good 
assessment mix 
with effective 
and timely 
feedback

03
Be innovative

04



THANK YOU
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